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*****

After elaborating extensively on Joseph of Arimathea in one of the previous essays, on his family and on the
extraordinarily important role they did play in the true Biblical story, perhaps it will be easier to understand the
life and the true role of … James the Just, Yaakov, the brother of Jesus.1 Because exactly his figure will be the
topic of this essay. No doubt, he played a very important role as well, even though, just as with all other true
originators of Christianity, he was obscured heavily, and his role was diminished by later Pauline theology that
became the official doctrine of the Church.
Actually, it took a lot of time for this natal chart to crystalize. We all know that he could have been just a few years
younger than Judah and Jesus, thus years 3 B.C.E, 2 B.C.E, or 1 B.C.E, are supposed to be considered. However,
when exactly, that was a big enigma.
When we have such a big dilemma in natal chart searching, first we try to consider the position, conditions, and
influence of slow-moving planets. The key point is to determine the possible position and the role of the SaniSaturn, Rahu, Ketu, and Jupiter-Guru. If we know the true position of only one of them, it is becoming easier.
When we set up these four correctly, or at least some of them, other grahas-planets will automatically fall and
click into the right place, just perhaps with some small adjustments. This is supposed to say, if we find the true
position of only one of the slow-moving planets, we can comfortably say that half job is done.
The most rewarding situation is with Rahu and Ketu. They transit through one sign for about a year and a half. If
we know the true position of Rahu and Ketu, well then, the big job is done. Some experienced Jyotishi can
produce almost just as the complete prediction based only on Rahu and Ketu' position. Their role is such a
complex thing indeed. If we check mentioned time interval, then we see that Rahu did transit from Mesha to
Meena around June 20, 4 B.C.E. As we know, Jesus had Rahu in Mesha rasi in his natal chart. Can we expect the
same to be with James? Or, perhaps in the James’ natal chart, Rahu is in the Meena rasi? Well, according to my
opinion, about the mentioned time, the June 20, 4 B.C.E., Mary and Joseph were still in Egypt, but this information
does not tell a lot anyway.
Nevertheless, there is another very interesting situation. As Saturn-Sani was just about to transit in spring of 3
B.C.E. (May 7, 3 B.C.E.), from Mesha-Aries sign to Vrishabh-Taurus considering sidereal zodiac, I scrutinized
carefully both options. That dilemma was in the air for some time. Actually, it was proved that the complete
search for this natal chart was transformed into deep thinking whether the birth was before or after May 7, 3
B.C.E.
Thus, if Saturn is in the Mesha-Aries sign, which means debilitation is there, this will be proved almost as the same
situation Jesus himself had in his natal chart. Then inevitably, that will show some problems with higher
authorities, if we consider, just hypothetically for the moment, the same lagna-ascendant and that is CancerKarkha. The chart owner could possibly be considered a criminal by authorities. We know very well, this is what
Jesus was witnessing with his life story. As Jesus and James were sharing some similarities regarding status, work
surroundings, father destiny, and relationship with authorities, I assumed that Saturn-Sani should be in the AriesMesha sign, which will give that the birth of James was supposed to be before May 7, 3 B.C.E. It is obvious, we
immediately have some conditions, certain time interval occurs, and the birth date of James should be searched
along with last degrees of Saturn-Sani being in Mesha-Aries rasi. I was considering this frame very, very seriously.
I also assumed that James was not born during exile in Egypt; they rushed home to Nazareth, where everything
will be much easier, simpler, and cheaper after all. Therefore, the birth of James must have happened just after
the return to Nazareth, because I guess Mary had become pregnant there in Egypt. Besides, they could not have
waited for travel to come very close to the calculated time of birth, because it would be too dangerous to travel in
1 It is very welcome to consider the reading of previous essays in this serial. All links can be found at the end of this essay.
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such conditions. Thus, it follows that the birth of James could have happened only after the middle of April, let’s
say so, but definitely before May 7, 3 B.C.E., when Sani-Saturn transited into another sign. Therefore, we have the
interval of only three weeks actually.2
Furthermore, it happened that Jupiter-Guru was in the Mithuna, the sign of Twins, together with Mangal-Mars.
Such a conjunction of Guru-Jupiter and Mars-Mangal depicts a vigorous, righteous fighter of the highest spiritual
or religious ideas. Well indeed, it all depends on the position: which house and which sign. Then, Rahu was in the
Meena-Pisces sign. As we are expecting a highly spiritual person, we consider carefully all conditions about the
ninth and twelfth house, and this is how we came to the Cancer-Karkha lagna-ascendant as a very plausible one.
Only then, Saturn-Sani will fall into the tenth house. We notice that Rahu will fall in the ninth house in the MeenaPisces sign. Furthermore, the ruler of the ninth, Jupiter-Guru, will be placed in the twelfth. Very spiritual indeed.
As I mentioned, Sani-Saturn will be just there in the tenth house, same as with Jesus, and that will explain all these
similarities in their life paths. Of course, this is now a different degree of Saturn-Sani compared to Jesus’ chart,
and the different Nakshatra is being considered, thus the situation is not entirely identical. Nevertheless, some
similarities are there for sure.
Then, when we do all that, we see that the Chandra-Moon is walking over or around the Ketu, and we can
immediately recognize this pattern. This is that famous … Ketu-Chandra conjunction … which could be commonly
found in natal charts of many spiritual leaders and gurus. We just have seen recently such identical conjunction in
the natal chart of Philip of Talpiot. Highly spiritual people have very specific and peculiar natal charts, thus it is
sometimes very easy to recognize such patterns. We just need to come close enough to be in a situation to
recognize such combinations. Though, need to say, fine-tuning of the natal chart in this particular case of James
the Just was not so simple either. Well, just to make all the story short, James the Just was born on May 3, 3 B.C.E.
at 8.31 AM LMT in Nazareth. Here is the natal chart …

2 All mentioned transits are referring to the Sidereal Zodiac, not Tropical Zodiac. The difference is not to be considered by this essay.
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Therefore, we can conclude, he was born just after Mary and Joseph returned from Egypt’s exile, where they
spent about two years. They returned home in April of 3 B.C.E., in the middle of April latest and, as they
supposedly left Nazareth in April of 5 B.C.E., this will fix the exile duration exactly on two years. As we know now,
after two years, things and conditions in Judea and Galilee changed drastically, and they felt safe to return to their
home in Nazareth. Mary was already pregnant, and they wanted that the newborn child, their firstborn, to be
born at their real home in Nazareth. First, they wanted him to be a real Jew, and that is, to be born in the Jewish
world itself. Another thing, to live out in a foreign country was probably very expensive. They should have rented
a house for accommodation, they were supposed to buy the food, Joseph was probably not working at that time
(or maybe he was?), thus their savings including all support given from Queen Mother, all that was melting
quickly, and therefore they just waited desperately for the moment to return home safely. That did happen, I
think, just one month before Mary’s delivery.
Natal chart of James is very spiritual indeed, and it exposes spiritual and religious leader, just as he was. James
was inclined to the spiritual field, and he has chosen to go the same way as his two elder brothers Judah and Jesus
were already stepping. Initially, he followed them in Sepphoris basic rabbinic school. He chooses to be a rabbi as
well, and as they moved to Jerusalem in 6 C.E. after their father left them, and after remarrying of Mary, James
followed Judah and Jesus as well, and he joined the school for rabbis in Jerusalem. I think in the Mangal-Rahu
period … during 9 C.E., he started this school to become a rabbi, when he was 12-13 years of age. That was a
boarding school, I guess, and that was his initial but temporal separation from his family. When he finished, he
joined the Academy of John the Baptist in Alexandria, where his brother Jesus was staying for some time already.
That could be along with starting of James’ Rahu mahadasha, in 15 C.E.
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Thus, we see that the initial life path of James was somehow predestined to follow Judah and Jesus. As two older
brothers of his were preoccupied very much with spirituality, religion, and ancient Jewish tradition, James was
naturally grown in such an environment. Mother Mary was very spiritual as well, and father Joseph too. It was
very natural for James to become a rabbi. Then, another challenge was there. Jesus was attracted very much by
the teaching of Prophet John the Baptist, and he joined the Academy in Alexandria. James followed him just with
maybe two years delay. When the Academy of John was shot down in 27 C.E., James was about 30 years of age,
and he was completely ready to be a leader of his own. Along with the Crucifixion, he actually lost his both
brothers, Judah who was crucified and died, but Jesus as well, because they somehow separated forever. Things
changed forever and nothing will be the same anymore.
One interesting point of this natal chart is the position of the Chandra-Moon. The initial position in Janma Kundali
as a lord of the first house in the third would depict some businessperson, maybe even a scientist. Nevertheless, if
we look a little deeper, we can easily observe the secondary position of the Chandra in the ninth house, as a
reflexing influence by the Navamsa chart. Therefore, the secondary influence of the Chandra-Moon will be like the
ruler of the first in the ninth. The Chandra as a ruler of the first in the ninth, well, we have seen this combination
many times along with Vishnu natal charts, and after all, Jesus had it as well. Just to remind, the Chandra-Moon as
a lord of the first house being posited in the ninth, will depict a person who is a righteous and impregnable fighter
for the highest moralistic, spiritual, religious, and philosophical ideas; it will depict a preacher. Thus, this is actually
the origin of his name … James the Just …, along with some other features of this natal chart, of course. Like
already mentioned Jupiter-Guru and Mars-Mangal conjunction. All that made him be like a strong fighter for
righteous ideas, true religious values, which means he was about to shape and promote such kind of knowledge
which will uplift the level of consciousness of the people.
Furthermore, Rahu is sitting there in the ninth, thus we have certain Rahu-Chandra conjunction on some level. We
also observe mutual seventh Chandra-Moon and Rahu aspect-drishti. Well, some would say that the seventh
aspect of Rahu is not to be counted. Nevertheless, the influence of Rahu on Chandra is definitely there. This will
give him some very strong psychic abilities, and most probably even the ability of miracle-making. The position of
Rahu in the ninth house, in the Meena rasi, is very indicative actually. That will amplify the Guru-Jupiter, and it will
give a strong fifth aspect on the first house, the lagna-ascendant. That will give the owner to be very sensitive to
justice and true values and virtues. Besides, we see there is a strong influence of … Kala Sarpa Yoga … in this natal
chart. The natal chart is totally asymmetrical because all personal planets are placed on one side of the axis,
between Rahu and Ketu. This yoga is considered as the most inauspicious, though many astrologers do emphasize
this is not to be considered this way. They say, it offers a lot of challenges, but all can result in unbelievable
outcome. The only thing, it seems, it offers a lot of Dridha Karma, fixed Karma; Karma which cannot be altered.
I think it is a time now to expose another chart, the natal chart of Mother Mary, the adoptive mother of Judah and
Jesus, and the real mother of James the Just. This chart was done even some time ago, and I am just using the
opportunity to expose it again. She is the one who had a hard time indeed, and she played an extremely
important role. She absolutely deserves to be exposed once again. After all, we need her chart to verify the natal
chart of James the Just if possible.
Here is the natal chart of Mother Mary …
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Here again, we see the Fish, the primary Fish in the basic natal chart, which helped very much to adjust Navamsa
lagna-ascendant. The first striking item to observe is the exalted Jupiter-Guru in conjunction with the Saturn-Sani
in the ninth house of the main natal chart. However, both planets are very far from each other, thus, the
conjunction is not very strong and it is almost non-functional. Anyway, such a position would make her spiritual. I
think she was also following the teaching of Prophet John the Baptist to some extension. It is very plausible that
this is the connection between Mary and Queen Malthace; they met and they knew each other because of being
in the circle of John the Baptist.

Just to mention that Guru-Jupiter is in the super-exalted dignity by being exalted in both charts, the Janma
Kundali, and the Navamsa. This is so-called Vargottama Yoga, and this is one point that makes this natal chart so
special. The Guru-Jupiter, as the ruler of the second house of family, and the fifth house of children, and by being
posited in the ninth house along with giving aspects to the first house, the fourth house, and the sixth house will
mark and dominate the complete natal chart. That means good luck for the chart owner. Moreover, Mother Mary
will definitely need a bit ofgood luck, no doubt about that.
I do not plan to enter deeply into an explanation of this chart right now. We can just possibly use it for verifying
the chart of James the Just. I think we can comfortably fit the birth of James into … Ma-Ma-Sk-Sk-Sk-Sk … dasha
period in Mother Mary’s natal chart. Superficially, that frame does not show a deep connection with the birth of
James, but this time I think, we need to watch on Nakshatras Mangal-Mars and Shukra-Venus are sitting in. The
thing is that certain dasha periods will activate the rulers of Nakshatras. The Mangal-Mars sits in Swati Nakshatra
ruled by Rahu. Rahu is the Putrakaraka for this natal chart. The Shukra-Venus sits in the Vishakha Nakshatra ruled
by the Guru-Jupiter, who by the way is the natural significator of children, and it is the ruler of the fifth house in
the main natal chart as well as in the D-7 divisional chart. This is that connection I think.
In this story, the role of James the Just is not just episodic. If we would look at History TimeLine, we can find him
in many important roles. For example, we can mention his appearance as another brother of King Rama. He was
Shatrughna, the twin brother of Lakshmana at the same time. They were sons of Queen Sumitra, one of three
principal wives of King Dasharatha.
Shatrughna, whose name carries the meaning of enemy destroyer, was the youngest of all four brothers. This bit
of information we can find easily in Vedic texts. Nevertheless, I made a step forward and did cast the natal charts
of both of them, Shatrughna and Lakshmana, where this is being seen in a very nice way. As I mentioned in the
previous essay that Joseph of Arimathea is actually an incarnation of King Bharata, by age first to King Rama, I
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moved things forward and deciphered the complete situation around the birth of twins, Lakshmana and
Shatrughna.
Here is the natal chart of Shatrughna …

Here is the natal chart of Lakshmana …
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We can immediately notice there is a slight difference in the chart of twins Shatrughna and Lakshmana. Their
Navamsa lagnas will be different. They are about fifteen to twenty minutes of difference in birth time, but
Navamsa Lagnas are two steps away. Therefore, there are many similarities between them, but some differences
as well. It will be proved that they had very different life paths at least for some period of their lives. For example,
we know that Lakshmana went with Rama to exile to help him and to serve him in the wilderness. However,
Shatrughna did not do the same, and for fourteen years, they will be completely separated and have a completely
different lifestyle. Shatrughna stayed at their home with their mothers. In fact, he was the only one who stayed at
home. It happened that Bharata, who was appointed as a king, also left their home due to his anger on his mother
and her decision to manipulate things such a way so that her son, that means Bharat, will be the king for fourteen
years because Rama was supposed to go into exile during that time. As we know, Rama was supposed to be a king
9

initially according to the desire and decision of King Dasharatha, but then mother of Bharata, Queen Kaikeyi, the
youngest of all three wives of King Dasharatha, made some trick to manipulate things. Bharata was not happy
with this, and even though he was proclaimed as a king on Rama’s insistence, in order to fulfill the dharma
because things have been put in motion, he, King Bharata, left their home and lived in some other nearby city …
Nandigramam. In reality, it was Shatrughna only who stayed at their home, and it was actually him who did all
administrative jobs and work of ruling the country on behalf of King Bharata.
Therefore, in the natal charts of both, Shatrughna and Lakshmana, we can expect drastic differences, at least on
the Navamsa level. Indeed, this is exactly the case with exposed charts. In fact, I was not planning to go deep into
these two chart evaluations and analyses right now, because this is not a proper moment for that. I am sure such
a moment will come soon when we shall be dealing with the Ramayana, the core Vedic story. I have just wanted
to mention a few facts more along with exposing the true nature of the life of James the Just, and his importance
throughout the History TimeLine. Once again need to mention that, in this case, all four brothers and one sister
probably, the fifth one, shared the part of the Vishnu incarnation, thus there was about 20 % of Vishnu
incarnation features in each of them.3 They were all part of one project actually.
The official description of the life of James the Just is obscured totally. In order to verify the natal chart, there is
almost nothing to catch on, to do some comparison with, or to do the checking of any kind. The only thing I
observed is the mention of his death, his departure day, which occurred in a very dramatic way by stoning, as all
sources would repeatedly emphasize. Somewhere I did find info that was done on Easter of 62 C.E., though
nobody is completely sure about the moment of his departure. I have checked that, and to be honest, I do not
know what to say. Nevertheless, the situation here is very disputable. First, we need to define what is Easter, and
on which day it fell in 62 C.E.
This is all connected with Crucifixion and the virtual death of Jesus, what in reality did happen to be the death of
Jesus’ twin brother Judah. By seeing many explanations, I am firmly supporting an argumentation of Prof. James
Tabor, who elaborated that Crucifixion did happen on Thursday, April 4, 30 C.E., on the 14 th day of month Nisan by
the Jewish calendar. Then, according to the story, Jesus resurrected three days afterward, which brings us to the
Sunday, April 7, 30 C.E. and 17th day of month Nisan. This resurrection is supposed to be an Easter.
https://jamestabor.com/jesus-died-on-a-thursday-not-a-friday/

Now, if we want to search for Easter of 62 C.E., well, we can just take this date according to the Gregorian
calendar, and this will bring us to April 7, 62 C.E., which I doubt actually because blindly translation of dates does
not give the true picture. We can also use the Jewish calendar, and I guess we need to take the same day of
month Nisan in that year. However, the Jewish calendar is based on lunar cycles, and I am not sure days can fit
appropriately, but anyway, let us try do that this way. The online converter of the Jewish calendar to the
Gregorian calendar has shown that Nisan 14, 62 C.E. was on April 10. That means that Easter could possibly have
been on April 13, 62 C.E.

3 The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable to all.
However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual, and if we
remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well. Once upon a time,
the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance, somebody put it out of order
by decree. It was out of normal use, and put simply, the knowledge about was ... excommunicated. Reading and proper understanding of all my texts
presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about the nature of a life where every
individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of the Creator himself, by the way, but
it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody launched very humoristically ... Only fools
are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many adequate books, scriptures, courses, etc, and
therefore, it is easy to find all the basic information and to tune along appropriately. A good beginning could possibly be with ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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Today we have another definition for Easter. It is defined as the first Sunday after the first Fool Moon, after the
Vernal Equinox. Previously I thought that this formula came into existence much later when Christianity was
already formed in the fourth and fifth centuries. However, it is very likely this formula was in use in 62 C.E. as well,
because the formula itself follows and reflects the original pattern of astronomical events around the Crucifixion
itself. Because this is exactly as it was. By looking at the astronomical way, Resurrection on Sunday, April 7, 30 C.E.
did happen just as the definition says. It was the first Sunday after the first Fool Moon (April 4, 30 C.E. – 9.56 PM
LMT) after the Vernal Equinox (supposedly around March 21, 30 C.E.). Therefore, if we follow this classical
definition of Easter, we find out that the first full moon after Vernal Equinox was on April 10, 62 C.E. Surprisingly,
it was Sunday, so we can take this day as Easter, without much hesitation. Of course, we see that we are coming
very close to the previous calculations. Especially the Jewish calendar does appoint on the very same day.
When we look at the natal chart of James the Just for this date, April 10, 62 C.E., and on planetary periods
particularly, so-called … dasha system, well, to be honest, I do not know what to say. Planetary periods appoints
on … Sa-Ma-Ra-Sa-Gu-Gu ... Does that mean something? It could be. We see the game of three strong malefic …
Sani-Saturn, Mangal-Mars, and Rahu, but Guru–Jupiter is involved as well in a very strong way as a functional
malefic for this natal chart. Furthermore, Jupiter-Guru sits in the nakshatra of Rahu, and Rahu sits in the nakshatra
of Sani-Saturn. Mangal sits in its own nakshatra, thus it is increased by strength. Well, altogether, it seems very
plausible. Transit of planets for that day shows the mutual seventh aspect of Mangal-Mars and Saturn-Sani, over
the seventh and first house respectively. Some other combinations in planetary transit make that plausible as
well, even though Mangal-Mars will not be transiting over the eighth house at that moment, which is a common
indication of injuries and bleeding. However, I cannot say anything with big certainty.
To conclude, it can be that I have calculated Easter of 62 C.E. wrongly, and that is perhaps the reason for some
uncertainties. Furthermore, it can also be that the departure day of James was on some other day than Easter. It
could be that the Bible compilers intentionally fused the departing moment of James with Easter for some reason.
We already have noticed that ancient writers and legend originators could have exaggerated quite often, just to
make the effects of their stories even more powerful, attractive, and convincing after all. However, it can also be
that we are looking at the wrong year. Thus, nothing is for sure with this chart yet.
Indeed, this is one of the most controversial and mysterious charts I have been considering, all along with the
research on the Biblical Story. The character of James the Just was so heavily obscured and covered with smoke
and false information. I hope that exposed small discussion of mine through this essay will cast more light on that
character in order that we dispel this smoke and mirror reflections so that we can see clearly the true historical …
James, son of Joseph, brother of Jesus.
This is how we are coming to the topic of the controversial James ossuary, with exactly such inscription … James,
son of Joseph, brother of Jesus. I am not going to repeat all the long stories about the history of this ossuary; all
can be found easily along with books, documentaries, and great work of scholar and writer Prof. James Tabor,
journalist and documentarist Simcha Jakobovichi, film producer James Cameron, and many others. For me, there
is absolutely no doubt that this ossuary is the authentic ossuary from the Garden Tomb in East Talpiot. 4 This is the
tomb of Jesus’ family, as we know now. From all relevant scientific research, it was proved that this ossuary did
belong to the Jesus’ family tomb.5 Nevertheless, when considering this ossuary, there is a problem I would like to
tackle. I am deeply intrigued of how it happened that this ossuary was found out of the original tomb of Jesus's
4 Nice free eBook is offered by BAR, and to be found on … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/free-ebooks/james-brother-of-jesus-the-forgery-trial-of-thecentury/ … with the title … James, Brother of Jesus: The Forgery Trial of the Century …

5 Interesting article was published in BAR, with the title … Is the “Brother of Jesus” Inscription on the James’ Ossuary a Forgery? … and exposed at the
following link … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-artifacts/artifacts-and-the-bible/is-the-brother-of-jesus-inscription-on-the-james-ossuarya-forgery/
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family. How did ossuary slip out? Was this ossuary tenth or eleventh from this tomb? What was the true role of
Oded Golan in this story? Was IAA involved in some kind of game of hiding something with this ossuary?
I was taken over completely by such odd questions. Indeed, there are many more such questions to be answered.
The exposed few are just some of them. Both tombs need to be reopened and very thorough research is
supposed to be done. However, this time not in impromptu style. Perhaps some rules of IAA (Israel Antiquities
Authority) should be changed also. Besides, maybe this is the time for rigid and not bending religious attitudes to
soften and tune with natural laws. We live in a time of tremendous and unprecedented changes. It is time to tune
with the highest Truth now.
As I am stepping deeper and deeper into this research, another book about Yakov-James attracted my attention,
and I am reading it with great pleasure. This is … The Brother of Jesus … by … Hershel Shanks and Ben
Witherington … (Third Edition). Once again I need to say, amazing book. It is interesting how all these three
books, previously mentioned two and just mentioned one, are covering almost the same topic, but with different
angles on the subject, so that all three are so precious in understanding the problem and knowing all
circumstances. They are complementary and they supplement each other.
One point from that book I would like to extract immediately. Hershel Shanks explained very nicely, for the first
time actually, why ossuaries and belonging caves dag in the soft limestone, so-called ossilegium, occurred as a
way for burring deceased ones. The practice occurred suddenly sometimes about 15-20 B.C.E. and lasted no
longer than 70 C.E. Moreover, it was located just there around the Jerusalem area. For the first time, I saw such an
elaborate explanation. Actually, there are three main reasons mentioned. The first reason is connected with the
need to expiate sins; flash was considered sinful, but once bones are rid of sinful flash, they were considered
clean. Thus, that was some sort of afterlife purification, according to their beliefs. Second thing, among Pharisees
there was a generally spread belief in the resurrection. However, they believed in physical resurrection along with
physical remnants of departed ones, including bones particularly. Thus, bones were carefully collected and
preserved just to be ready for that occasion. The third reason is very convincing actually, and to elaborate that a
broader vision of Jewish society of that time should be taken. It is all connected with the tremendous construction
works of King Herod the Great about that time. Construction of Herodium and belonging palace, which was
finished in 15 B.C.E. by the way, is to be mentioned first. That was a tremendous construction undertaking and
demanded a huge number of masons, stone craftsmen, and artisans. Of course, the main building material was …
a stone. Then, we need to mention the Second Temple (?) reconstruction. They say, works on the Second Temple
(?) reconstruction were going on for a very long time. However, main stone works were gradually declining and
definitely finished with King Herod’s departure in 4 B.C.E. Therefore, due to the finishing point of two such big
projects a huge number of stone workers lost their jobs. To compensate that they invented a new way of burring
deceased ones by ossilegium. Basically, this is all stonework. Firstly, the appropriate cavern with niches is
supposed to be carved in soft limestone. Besides, ossuaries for one or a few individuals were supposed to be
produced. Then, after the primary burial ceremony, a secondary burial ceremony took place after one year in
order to fit clean bones into an ossuary, and then the ossuary was placed in the niches within the cavern of the
tomb.
This is all correct, and most probably the synergy of all three mentioned motives gave birth to ossilegium.
Nevertheless, there is something else to be mentioned as well. We need to look at the cycles of world ages to
understand that story entirely. This is what we call cycles of yugas as well. We have to notice that all until around
500 C.E. the cycle of yugas was descending. This is Iron Age or Kali Yuga, which began in 700 B.C.E., had its
negative peak in 500 C.E., then the sine wave changed the course, it stopped dropping and started to ascend. It
continued with an ascending cycle and finally finished with the arrival of the Renaissance, sometime around 1700
C.E. It is there that the Iron Age finished and we entered into the ascending Bronze Age or Dwapara Yuga.
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Descending cycle means that incoming energy and intelligence on Earth were gradually falling and appropriate
knowledge systems declined. On a practical level that means that every generation of Humans was born with
lesser knowledge. That means those older generations, parents, and grandparents, had preserved more
knowledge and that is why all these ancient cultures and civilizations were turned backward. They lived on myths
and legends from their recent past, they became conservative and authoritarian, very patriarchal, with rigid
spirituality, oriented toward the past heavily, and they tried to preserve the light of truth from the past. They did
develop certain cults with the main focus to preserve the knowledge of the past. This is where arranged marriages
were born in order to protect the basic institution of society … the Family. Parents knew better what was good for
their children. In such an environment, some other cults occurred as well, and one of them is … the death cult.
Somehow it happened, intuitively, they developed such customs to keep them in touch with deceased ones as
long as it was possible. Partially that was due to respect, and partially due to a desperate desire to preserve their
knowledge. We see that in many cultures. We all know what and how ancient Egyptians were doing with their
mummifications and tombs full of goods for comfortable afterlife existence. Egyptians became obsessed with a
death cult, and with death in general. In some Mediterranean subcultures, by the way, they even develop such
customs so that all deceased were buried underneath floors of their houses. Obviously, Jewish World was not
immune to a such situation development. In a certain moment, but for very limited time, and within the very
limited area, they did develop another cult, so-called … ossilegium. It did not last for a long, but that was enough
to help us to have at least some traces of Jesus.
It is very difficult for us to understand such a mind of a descending cycle of world ages. We live at a different time.
The cycle of world ages is ascending now. All new cultures are oriented toward the future. We search for the light
of the truth that is just supposed to come. In our time, every new generation is coming with new knowledge, with
more knowledge, and they want to establish societies based on higher truth or even the highest truth, let’s say so.
This research on Vedic History by using Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is amazing indeed. All the time something new is
popping up, and there is no end to the breathtaking discoveries. I was just thinking how nice it would be if we turn
our focus to Jesus’ other brothers and sisters. From mentioned books, I learned there must have been … Judah,
James, Simon, Jose, Matthew-Matia, Mary, and Salome. About Judah and James we now know very well, but
what about others? It happened somehow that the idea of Matthew-Matia attracted my attention very much.
Now we know when James was born, and all others, except Jesus himself and Judah of course, should be born
afterward, but with 6 C.E. as the last year, I think. I assumed that the real father of all six brothers of Judah and
Jesus disappeared from the scene at the beginning of 6 C.E. Thus, the year 6 C.E inclusive, is the last year we can
expect brothers and sisters of Judah and Jesus to have been born.
In fact, Matthew-Matia preoccupied my mind for a long. Well, it took some time indeed, but the solution came
unexpectedly as always.
Matthew-Matia was born on October 20, 3 C.E. at 5.44 PM LMT. He was born in Nazareth, of course.
Here is the natal chart …
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Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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There in the natal chart itself, we find the Fish again. Must say that the appearance of the Fish did help a lot to
discover the natal chart of Matthew-Matia. In fact, in this case particularly, without the appearance of the Fish, it
would be almost impossible to find out the true moment of birth of Matthew-Matia. Another thing, as we did not
see it for a long time actually, I was just wondering if the Fish will occur ever again. To be honest, it is much easier
if you have some references and valid confirmation for the natal chart. As I was researching carefully the period
between 2 B.C.E. and 6 C.E. for Jesus’ brothers and sisters, it just has resurrected. The Fish has resurrected indeed.

I am not planning to enter into deep chart analyzes; will just make some comments on a few important points.
One question immediately, and inevitably, springs out. Is he the same Matthew who wrote one of four canonical
gospels? I think he might be the one. In the family with three strong elder brothers, Jesus, Judah, and James, who
have undergone a very strict and rigorous educational process, it is logical to expect that at least some of the
other brothers and sisters would have been inclined toward learning and education as well. How far they did go I
cannot judge right now, but reading and writing is something that they could possibly have taught each other. It
could easily be that Jesus, Judah, and James were teachers for younger brothers and sisters. Knowledge was
precious at that time, as well as it is precious at any time. On the other side, I do not share the opinion that the
family could have afforded for all children to finish high school and get the highest education. Therefore, I think
that Matthew-Matia was definitely literate and skilled in writing. It is plausible that he was somewhat as assistant
to James in running his Movement in Jerusalem after the Crucifixion event. Dasha system would support an idea
that he wrote something in his Budha-Mercury dasha, which lasted for 17 years, from June 37 C.E. to June 54 C.E.
Writing of Gospel of Matthew itself, I would narrow to the interval from 44 C.E. to 54 C.E. Well, even though that
Gospel was probably written by Matthew-Matia, that doesn’t mean we know the original version. This Gospel was
written for the agenda of the Jesus’ Movement. Thus, most probably, the original Gospel of Matthew differed a
lot from the Gospel of Matthew we know today. Therefore, it is more likely that the Original Gospel of Matthew
served just as an initial template for the latter heavily distorted Gospel of Matthew. Indeed, it could be that the
original Gospel of Matthew suffered from multiple modifications, along with heavy editing and severe revisions.
The Original Gospel of Matthew was most probably destroyed. The name of the author … Mattew-Matia … was
somehow preserved but with breaking any possible connection to the source, to the real author, and that is the …
Matthew-Matia … the brother of Jesus.
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As we can easily observe, the Fish in the main natal chart has a vertical orientation, just as with the case of Eleazar
ben Yair (and Hermes Trismegistus has exactly the same style of Fish). These are only cases of such Fish, thus I
wonder if there is any connection in between. Now, it seems, we are coming to decipher some very intriguing
situations indeed.
Well, if there is a connection, how to make it visible?
The first idea of mine was that he Matthew-Matia could possibly have been in the group of Masada and that he
did ascend with all of them. Nevertheless, after long thinking it became obvious to me, this is actually not the
case. For some reason, I concluded Matthew-Matia was not with them on the ascension trip.
However, it must be some connection anyway.
To understand this fully, I think we need to consider the situation a little bit before the Masada story, we need to
consider the last days of Simon bar Giora, and the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem. I was writing about this
in one essay not long ago. It was my statement that Simon bar Giora did not die there along with the fall and
destruction of the Temple. I wrote that he literally flew away at that critical moment. Well, I need to modify the
story a little bit. Simon bar Giora did not fly away, as I said; but he did disappear on another way. His
disappearance was more prosaic, so to say; it was more grounded. He actually disappeared in the underground
hallways beneath the Temple itself. This is what even the official story said; I did find it exposed very clearly. They
say that he did run away into the underground tunnels and passages beneath the Temple itself. 6 Then, the official
story also claims that Simon bar Giora came out on the surface after some time, probably a day or two afterward.
He did surrender to the Romans with the claim that underground passages were blocked, he dug for some time,
but he could not find the way out, he almost died from hunger, and in the final stage, he rather surrendered. He
reoccurred again dressed like a king, in purple pelerine, and what else Romans could have done, except to accept
the story and the gift as granted. They declared this person as a Simon bar Giora, after all that was their great and
final victory over Jews along with the total crash of rebellion and uprise. They took the so-called Simon bar Giora
to Rome, and along with Flavian Triumph, he was executed.
This is all true, except for one very small detail. The man, the person, who reoccurred there from the underground
of the Temple in Jerusalem, dressed as a king with purple pelerine, was not Simon bar Giora. In fact, that was his
brother Matthew-Matia. That was just another brilliant trick of Jesus and his brothers. Jesus had a few more
important things to do, so it was not his time to go yet.
In order to scrutinize all that, it is very important to see when Matthew-Matia departed. I was desperately
searching for the moment when Flavian Triumph took place in Rome, and somehow I finally did find the complete
story. Final days of the Temple in Jerusalem we need to search in August 70 C.E. This is when Matthew-Matia
surrendered pretending he is Simon bar Giora. Then, he was taken to Rome in the autumn of 70 C.E., along with
many other Jews sentenced to be executed, to be sold as slaves, or to continue their careers as gladiators.
Nevertheless, I had many difficulties finding the real date of the Flavian Triumph festivity. Finally, the closest I
could come is the statement that it did happen at the end of June of 71 C.E. When we look in the dasha system of
the natal chart of Matthew-Matia, we see this is … Sk-Ra-Ma-Ma … period, from June 20 to June 24, 71 C.E.
Transits of planets, Gochara, do support such an idea. Therefore, this is a very plausible moment of departure of
Matthew-Matia so I strongly support the idea that all was going exactly this way as it is mentioned.

6

The supposed Second Temple (?) was supposedly built upon the supposed ruins of the First Temple on the Temple Mount, which was never found. The
place itself had a long tradition since the invented presence of King Solomon in that area. However, one very interesting discussion is given in the BAR
article … Locating the Original Temple Mount ... on the link … https://members.bib-arch.org/biblical-archaeology-review/18/2/1 . King Herod the
Great reconstructed the Second Temple supposedly. As we know now, Jesus and Judah, along with the complete family, moved to Jerusalem in 6 C.E.
Most probably, as all other children of that time, they used to play their games around the Temple, and I guess their favorite game could have been
exploring hidden tunnels under the Temple itself. Therefore, they knew very well what was beneath, including all underground tunnels and passages.
There was no way for any of them to be lost there, and not to find the way out.
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Thus, this is the connection of Matthew-Matia with Eleazar ben Yair. Matthew-Matia was actually the missing link
between Simon bar Giora and Eleazar ben Yair. Matthew-Matia was the one who died pretending he is Simon bar
Giora in order that he, Simon bar Giora, alias Jesus, can reappear again as Eleazar ben Yair for the purpose of
elevating about one thousand people to another dimension. It seems to me, that ascension was just the general
probe and test for a situation which will be active about two thousand years afterward, in our time actually, when
we shall witness the global ascension.
Therefore, we should look at Matthew-Matia as just another great hero of the Bible, the same and equal hero as
Judah was, and James after all. They all died by providing Jesus’ plan to go on. We see that the mission of Jesus
was not like a touristic excursion. That was not a picnic, neither for Jesus nor for all around him as well. It was an
astonishingly difficult time indeed. We hardly can differentiate whose part and role were more burdened and
more difficult. We see that the entire family of Jesus was involved in the project deeply. We see that each
member of the family had a very important role, a role that was carefully premeditated. Nobody was there
randomly. From the early days, Jesus was working on spreading knowledge and enlightenment within his own
family. All members of the family have been raised in knowledge and consciousness. He also worked from the
very beginning on the internal cohesion of the family so that family bonds were very strong, and they were ready
to die for each other. Literally. Moreover, this is what they proved in practice. Internally, when we look within the
family itself, they never had any questions or problems whether they were half-brothers of adoptive brothers.
They were just brothers and sisters. They grew up in an atmosphere of unconditional love for each other. They
formed a strong clan whose only purpose and aim was to establish a new belief system, a new religion,
monotheistic, and much more appropriate for that time. Thus, when we consider the family of Jesus, we cannot
differentiate it from Jesus himself. They were all one. They were all Jesus.
The natal chart of Matthew-Matia shows some strange features, and for some time it was an enigma for me what
was this man doing during his lifetime. Then, along with additional research on all available material about biblical
Matthew, I did find out that he was … a tax collector. That was a big breakthrough indeed, because, just now
when we know that fact, the natal chart can be properly understood. It was strange this accumulation of four
planets-grahas in the seventh house. Besides, in the Navamsa Chart Saturn-Sani and Mars-Mangal are debilitated,
so that will reflect the main chart, especially during the young days of Matthew-Matia.
Well, we need to develop the complete story now. The thing is that as Jesus and James joined the Academy of
John the Baptist in Alexandria, on the financial level they could not support the family significantly. The situation
was like this all until 27 C.E. when Jesus married Mary Magdalene. In the meanwhile, the family was supposed to
organize themselves. Younger brothers and sisters of Jesus were growing and they needed to do some work of
their own. It seems, in some way Matthew has chosen to be a tax collector. His reading and writing skills were
fitting into that story very well. Nevertheless, this job was highly condemned among Jews, because it assumed
collaboration with Romans. Tax collectors were working with Romans directly. Thus, it is plausible to consider an
option that Matthew-Matia was the tax collector for some time. The conjunction of Mars-Mangal and Rahu along
with Sun-Surya in the seventh house, tells us that he was using brute force on the masses for the purpose of the
government. However, in spite of that, we see that the Mars-Mangala is in the Nakshatra of the Moon-Chandra,
so I think he did that job in a balanced and soft way. Besides, Jupiter-Guru, the significator of finances sits in the
eighth house, which represents the taxes of the government. The reading is very clear … tax collecting.
Nevertheless, it seems that the tax-collecting business of Matthew-Matia was not going on for a long. By exploring
planetary periods, I think he became a tax collector when he was about twenty years of age, in his … Sa-Bu-Gu …
period (May 21, 23 C.E. – October 2, 23 C.E.). After Jesus earned his name and fame, and after he married, I think,
Matthew-Matia joined him and became his disciple. That could possibly be in early 28 C.E. Thus, he was involved
in such business for about five years. No doubt, Matthew-Matia changed in the presence of Jesus, and he became
one of his disciples. We see that his natal chart shows a spiritual potential, and after the age of 35-36 when
debilitated Mars-Mangal and Saturn-Sani loosen their grip, it seems he wrote the complete gospel.
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In Narayani Bhava Chalit Kundali, we see that Mars-Mangal and Sun-Surya gave some influence in the sixth house
as well, and this is the place where they are doing very well on overcoming rivals and enemies. I would say that
Matthew-Matia played a very important role during the Jewish rebellion as well. I think he was fighting on the
side of Simon bar Giora from the very first moment of the rebellion until the moment of his death in June 71 C.E.
when he pretended to be Simon bar Giora and was executed in Rome.
Hope the natal charts of other brothers and sisters of Jesus will surface in near future as well so that we can put
all still missing pieces of the mosaic into the right place.
Now, as we are discussing the real and historical James the Just the brother of Jesus, somehow spontaneously the
memory is coming on an already mentioned painting of so far unknown author, under the commonly known
name … God-bearer with child … I was talking about it extensively in the third episode of this serial … Jesus the
Christ – Never-ending surprises … and we shall expose that painting here once again.
The thing is that this is … The Holy Family … exposed, where Mother Mary is just breastfeeding their firstborn son
and that is James the Just actually. Two boys, the twin brothers, are shown a little bit aside, and behind in the
shadow, there is the Father. He is a Roman soldier, and he is shown to be in the shadow somehow. In fact, he is
the protector of the family. This is exactly what he was. He entered the story from the point of view of the
protection basically. Mary knew how dangerous is the project she involved herself in, and because of that, she
assumed she would have more chances if a Roman soldier is next to her. It is very probable that something was
already sparkling between them even before that moment, and therefore, Mary just used the opportunity she
was offered to. She needed protection indeed.

It is said that the author of that painting is completely unknown. There are some options, but nothing is for
certain, they say. Critics and art historians offered several options, but all in a sense this is a less worthy copy. The
evaluation of the price varies very much as well. Even though the initial value was approximated to about 700.000
Euros, some newer approximations are less in favor, by stating this is really just some worthless copy, perhaps just
of few tenths of thousands of Euros maximally. This is what they say. Furthermore, I’ve noticed some strange
tendencies to undermine this painting. Nevertheless, nobody, absolutely nobody would connect that with
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Leonardo himself. But this is exactly what I would do. What if Leonardo himself is the author of this painting? We
see many details very typical for Leonardo. We see some unfinished details so typical of him. As we could already
have seen before, Leonardo da Vinci was deeply involved in Biblical topics. The Biblical theme is the strongest
theme of his actually. It is as that he is trying to say something. Is he trying to reveal the true Biblical Story to us?
Indeed, does Leonardo narrate the true Biblical Story?
Answering this question we leave for some other time. As for the true end of this essay, I would be glad to expose
one very special natal chart. This is the chart of the Roman warrior, who was born, most probably in Sidonia,
Phoenicia, and what would be today the city of Sidon in Lebanon. That warrior, that Roman soldier, will become
famous as Pantera. His Romanized name was … Tiberius Julius Abdes Pantera.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiberius_Julius_Abdes_Pantera

Prof. James D. Tabor was writing about him extensively. This is one of his early thinking on Pantera …
http://people.uncw.edu/zervosg/Pr236/New%20236/Pantera%20Inscription.htm

And this is something more recent …
https://jamestabor.com/the-jesus-son-of-panthera-traditions/

Must say that I need to revise my personal opinion that Pantera was from Dalmatia, what is today modern
Croatia. Most probably, he was born in Sidonia, just as the gravestone discovered in Germany revealed.
Nevertheless, it is a plausible option that his father was also a Roman soldier, born in Dalmatia, just close or
around the Salona, modern Split. Father was a kind of sailor warrior, who made his home in Sidonia. What is even
more plausible, it can be his origins are in the slave family, just as some authors are already indicating. In fact,
Sidonia of that time, and that is of 30-40 B.C.E., was a place where veterans of the Roman Army of two legions
were enjoying deserved rest after retirement. Legia Macedonica was mentioned in some texts, and this one legion
had its roots in the Balkans, most probably Illyria itself. We have a strange story from some Biblical texts that
Jesus himself visited one house in Sidonia, even twice. That was kind of a secretive visit, they say, and according to
my opinion, it could be placed sometime between 27 C.E. and 30 C.E. Jesus probably visited the home of his
foster-father in Sidonia. Of course, as it will be shown a little bit later on, it seems the father Pantera did depart
already shortly before. Therefore, I believe, the tombstone inscription found in Germany was very correct.
Pantera was 62 when he died and when he was buried in Germany in a Roman cemetery. How did he die, we still
do not know? He was a prominent member of the 1st Archery Cohort, and he was a kind of flag or emblem
bearer, what was supposed to be the honorable and advanced position. This we can see from the tombstone
epitaph. That Roman unit was in Palestine and Judea just about the time Jesus and Judah were born. Then in 6
C.E., his unit moved to Dalmatia to join a big grouping of almost all Roman legions, perhaps even 15 of them, plus
almost the same number of auxiliary units, in order to quill the big upraise in the Dalmatia and the complete
Illyria, which broke up right in 6 C.E. and was going on for about four years, all until 9 C.E. Some Roman historians
said that was the most difficult war for Romans, right after the Punic War with Carthage. Then, in 9 C.E. his unit
moved to Germany. Finally, there in Germany, in Bingerbruck, in 1859, during the construction of the railroad, on
the ex-Roman military cemetery, a gravestone with his name was found. That gravestone, as well as all others
from the same discovery, are exhibited … in the Romerhalle Museum in Bad Kreuznach.
http://www.bad-kreuznach.de/sv_bad_kreuznach/Tourismus,%20Kultur,%20Sport/KulturViertel%20Bad%20Kreuznach%20Museen
%20und%20Kunst/Museum%20Römerhalle/

For a long time, the discussion has been going on whether this is exactly that one Pantera. I think this is the right
one Pantera.
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The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/Römerhalle%2C_Bad_Kreuznach__Tiberius_Iulius_Abdes_Pantera_tombstone.JPG
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The photo was taken from … https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3c/Römerhalle%2C_Bad_Kreuznach__Tiberius_Iulius_Abdes_Pantera_tombstone.JPG

The inscription (CIL XIII 7514) on the tombstone of Abdes Pantera reads:
Tib(erius) Iul(ius) Abdes Pantera
Sidonia ann(orum) LXII
stipen(diorum) XXXX miles exs(ignifer?)
coh(orte) I sagittariorum
h(ic) s(itus) e(st)

Tiberius Julius Abdes Pantera
from Sidon, aged 62 years
served 40 years, former standard bearer(?)
of the first cohort of archers
lies here

The text was taken from the website … https://wikivisually.com/wiki/Tiberius_Julius_Abdes_Pantera

Therefore, this is one very important natal chart for our story, and it is my pleasure that finally, it did settle this
way. To be honest, for some time I had some confusion about this natal chart, but, it seems now everything is
clear.
He was born on September 10, 36 B.C.E. at 7.02 AM LMT in Sidonia, Phoenicia …
Here is the natal chart itself …
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Well, as we know now, the Pantera was definitely not the father of Jesus. Nevertheless, he is the father of James
the Just, as well as he was the father of five brothers and sisters of his, and that is the reason he is so extremely
important for this story.
Now, if we look at the natal chart, we immediately recognize the profile of the warrior, an archer. We see that
famous Rahu-Mangal conjunction which depicts the great warrior. And imagine what!? It is placed right there in
the third house, which represents the hands, arms, and shoulders. Therefore, some skills in fighting with hands
were developed. Furthermore, this is all happening in the Dhanur rasi, Sagittarius sign, and which depicts exactly
… the bow. Therefore, there is no doubt. This is it!
We also see that the Chandra-Moon is in the sixth house denoting battles and a lot of rivals and opponents. It is
sitting in the Meena rasi, the negative sign of the Guru-Jupiter, who becomes the functional malefic. Chandra is in
the Utara Bhadra Nakshatra, which depicts exactly the warrior with the sword. Amazing! Nevertheless, the
Chandra-Moon conjuncts the Saturn-Sani, who will help in overcoming opponents and rivals. Though it seems,
they are very close, within one degree of arc only, and that will provoke permanent mental tensions and a lot of
worries. No doubt if his life was threatened permanently along with battles and warlike activates. After all, now
we see that he was involved in the very high-big political conspiracy, which will be the source of additional
tensions and troubles. Nevertheless, this is the house of Guru-Jupiter, receiving the direct seventh aspect from
him, so everything will be solved in a positive way, in a great way. Navamsa chart also appoints this is a strong and
fierce warrior. The conjunction of three planets-grahas in the twelfth house indicates activities in some isolation,
like military campus for example, and being abroad, and even dying abroad.
It can be noticed the Surya-Chandra Yoga in action, as well as the Guru-Sani Yoga, though through the seventh
aspect only. They are both in very close degree, 1-2 degrees only, and therefore their influence will be very strong.
This is connecting very much the sixth and the twelfth house, which become very prominent. Parivarthana Yoga
between the eleventh house and the twelfth should be mentioned as well, and it is connecting both houses, and
making them just like twins. That means, loses will become like gains and vice versa, and all that will probably
force him to develop a sort of non-attachment. We can notice the presence of the Guru-Jupiter in the 12th house,
and it is very interesting to reveal the true nature of that planet-graha. In fact, they say that the true dignity of the
planet is seen through the D-60 harmonic chart only. And guess what? The fact is that the Guru-Jupiter is exalted
there, and that means that already mentioned very important houses, the sixth and the third, will be exalted as
well, at least for some time. Such Guru-Jupiter will give his fifth aspect to the fourth house, which would give a
person with Big Heart, and also, to be the truth-loving person, and that will direct him to fight for righteous aims.
Altogether, the Guru-Jupiter will deliver a big portion of luck throughout his entire life; good fortune and great
luck were following him. And he was needing that so very much indeed.
If we take a look at the dasha planetary periods, well we need some math to do. The tombstone found in
Germany is telling that he was 62 when he died. This is telling he did not survive until retirement. It was also told
he was forty years in the Service when he died. As he was born in 36 B.C.E., that means, he died in 26 C.E. That
also means, he was about 22 years of age when he entered the Roman Army Service. That could have been in 14
B.C.E., in his … Ketu-Rahu … planetary period. His hidden and secretive love affair with Mary, and what will be
turned into a long-lasting relationship, started in … Sk-Ch-Sa … planetary period. The birth of James will fall into …
Sk-Sa-Bu-Sk-Ke … on May 3, 3 C.E., which seems plausible as well. Then, it seems he left the family when his unit
moved to Dalmatia and Illyria in 6 C.E. That could possibly have been in … Sk-Bu-Ke … planetary period. After the
Revolt was quilled in 9 C.E., his unit moved to the front line in Germany. That would coincide with the starting of
Surya mahadasha. Finally, it seems that he faced some mortal injuries in 26 C.E. in … Mangal-Rahu … planetary
period.
To conclude, he must have been proved as a very bold and courageous warrior. He must have been the real
Braveheart, it seems so.
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After analyzing all that, it is very likely that Mary and Pantera never got married. In one place I did find worthy
information that Roman soldiers of such kind could not marry before they were 40 years of age. Pantera fulfilled
40 years in 4 C.E., which means that children were already there. Nevertheless, it seems they enjoyed harmonious
life fulfilled with the permanent care about growing children. And all was going well until the Pantera’s unite was
supposed to move to Dalmatia in 6 C.E. I was already discussing before that exactly in 6 C.E. Marry and children
moved to Jerusalem. There she probably married the man with the name Josephus, who could have been involved
in the carpenter business. Everything is fitting perfectly well, and it seems, we have a very coherent story now.
Now we can even say a few words about so much emphasized but very questionable initial love affair of Marry
and Pantera. I think there was nothing of such kind in a question. She simply made a connection with this Roman
soldier at the moment when and because she needed help and protection. This is so simple as that. As soon he
occurred around her, and as soon it was noticed that she is pregnant, what was a false pregnancy actually, the
story about illegitimacy and adultery erupted. It can be that she was betrothed to another man at that time. On
one place I did find that she left her home for about three months, and stayed with some ant. On a superficial
level, it was about to hide her pregnancy, but in reality, it was for the purpose to invent the pregnancy. That
means, the truth is completely the opposite then it was considered for so long because everything was going on in
a very moralistic way. For Mary, it was easier and less dangerous to develop such a story which will portray her as
a low moral lady involved in adultery, than for a real truth to be known. The real truth and that is the true origin of
twin boys, Judah and Jesus, the two princes of royal origin, was supposed to be hidden and it was supposed to
stay secret for a long. Therefore, there were no moral questions on her. Not at all. On the contrary, everybody
could be proud of her for what she had done and how she had done.
But there is another question bothering me very much. When they left for Egypt, Pantera was still in the service,
then, how did he make that? He could not have run away, because he would have been a fugitive and deserter on
that way. For doing something like that, leaving the army service when being under the contract, well in the
Roman Empire, the punishment was supposed to be rigid and merciless. That leaves only one option as the
plausible one. It seems to me that he arranged some temporary dislocation of his service to Egypt. That was the
best option actually. In such a case, he was receiving a regular salary so that he could arrange some private home
for Marry and two princes, for just recently born twins Judah and Jesus. Their marriage was not official, but he
could have arranged something like that.
Well, all further discussion on this topic we leave for some other time. 7
That would definitely conclude my elaboration on the story of James the Just, the brother of Jesus and Judah.

The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, well, they are all devoted to finding some higher spiritual
and universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody
who is touching it. If you did find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit
the corner called ... Contributions and Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just
to make your simple mark there. One-click or two can change many things. The research, which is going on along
with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be
continued on a comfortable basis.

7 A few very interesting articles about the true historical Jesus and his life can be found in the free eBook of BAR under the title … Who was Jesus? Exploring
the History of Jesus’ Life … along with the following link … https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/free-ebooks/
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